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This p~per investigates the contribution of resonance scattering of slow el~tro~s byato~s t~the 'broadening
and shift of highly excited atomic levels under. the action of pressure. it is shown that the oscillation in the
'width and shift of np levels of Cs in cesium vapor with increasing n and the large widths are determined by
the presence of the 3p resonance having a width r:::::3X 10-4 eV in thescllttering of the electron with an .'
energy Ep ::::7.Sx 10-4 eV by the Cs atom. These parameters are obtained from a comparison of theoretical
and experimental data.

PACS nUiUbets:34.80.Dp, 32.70.Jz

INTRODUCTION

where L is the length of electron scattering by perturb
ing particles and N is the density of perturbing parti
cles. (Atomic system of units n = e =n = 1 is used.)
Alekseev and Sobelman7 developed the Fermi theory and
showed that the shift a and the width'Y of a spectral line
near the series limit are more precisely determined by
the expressions

(4)

(5)

A review of the latest theoretical and experimental
works on the collisions of highly excited atoms with
neutral ones is given in Refs. 2 and 3. Summarizing the
investigations in this field, it is possible to say that the
experiments on the broadening of Rydberg states of
alkali metals by inert gases are well described by Eqs.
(2)-(5). However, the experimentally measured large
widths of the Rydberg states of K and Cs in their own
gasS have not yet found satisfactory explanation. An in
elastic mechanism of broadening, adopted in Ref. 9,
allowed one to explain large widths of spectral lines but
gave insignificant shifts. The basis of considering such
an inelastic mechanism of broadening is not fully under-

Here as and 'Y s are the components of the shift and width
determined by the scattering of the Rydberg electron by
perturbing particles; ap and 'Y p are polarization compo
nents; fq(O) is the amplitude of forward scattering of a
free electron with momentum q by a perturbing particle;
gnM) is the radial part of the wave function of the Ryd
berg electron in the momentum representation; O! and V

are the polarizability and the velocity of perturbing par
ticles. If the perturbing particles are not spherically
symmetrical, it is necessary to introduce in Eqs. (3)
(5) the averaging over orientations and the total spin of
the system perturbing atom + electron. The limits of
applicability of the given approximation will be dis
cussed.

(2)

(3)

(1)

6 (n. I) =~, (n. I) + ~p. 1 (n, I) = '(,(n, l) +1p.·

6, (n. I) =-2;;N \ Re t, (0) Ig.dO) I'q'dq,

In recent Years, interest has increased in the investi
gation of atoms in highly excited (Rydberg) states. This
is associated with some interesting properties of highly
excited atoms. The use of them allows one to investi
gate a series of physical problems on the interaction of
atoms and atomic collisions and has also a practical
application, in particular, for the selective recording
of individual atoms and the separation of isotopes.1-S
Spectroscopic investigations of the broadening of highly
excited a~pmic levels give information on the amplitude
of electron scattering by perturbing atoms. Fermi6
gave a theoretical explanation of the shift of highly ex
cited levels of atoms located in a foreign gas. Accord
ing to Fermi theory, the shift a of the level with high
principal quantum number n is determined by two ef
fects: the scattering of the valence electron by perturb
ing particles and the polarization of perturbing particles
located near the atomic core. The shift on account of
scattering as is determ4J,ed by the equation
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-a,
V1- a' - b cosOr = Jl _ b .-sin6r= vi-b '

Equations (15) and (17) were obtained for b« 1, where

As we see, the shift and the width have oscillating
components. It is not difficult to establish that the os
cillation amplitude is a maximum for

The substitution of Eqs. (14)-(17) into Eqs. (12) and
(13) gives

and 8r is determined by the expressions

<l~,(n, l)~ NC(ST) (ZL + 1)v. Vb (1,- (-1)' I.). ' (12)

:f.(n. 1)~2NC (8T) (2L+ l)v:b (I~ -: (~l)fI.), , .' (13),., . ': ·Ii'\ ,". : "","

wh~re 'C(S'T) is 'a;relative number of states with total.
spin ST at whichthe resonance occurs.

The integ~a.i'sjiand 14were calculated in Ref: 12 'with
the aid of the substitution z =exp(i8)., The integral1~ is
calculated 'an31ogmis'lyand13by direct integration~ As ..
a result, we bave '

(9)

(8)

(6)

(7)
,l(2v;;V.(i-cOS6)' ,[ "]g.,(q)=(-I) If -;: sin(6-,,) sm v.(6-,,)+12 •
cos6= (v~q'-i) (v~q'+ i)-'.

For 7T - e '" {3« 1, it follows that from Eq. (8)

4 1!2v;;"g., (g) = -, i" If7 [sinv.~- v.Jlcos".~J.

Wewill investigate the components of the shift and
widthdetermined by scattering of a Rydberg electron by
perturbing atoms when slow electron scattering by the
atom resonances occur. These resonances may corre
spondto the short-lived quasi-stationary states of a
negative ion, whose existence for Li, Na, and K was
predicted in a theoretical paper.1O The possibility of
Investigating such resonances by the broadening and
shift of the Rydberg series of neutral atoms was re
ported briefly in an earlier paperP

Using Ref. 12, the radial part of the Rydberg electron
wavefunction in the momentum representation can be
written in the form

Here IIn is the effective principal quantum number.
Equation (6) is valid for IIn» l; it is not valid for ()- 0
or e - 7T. Using the equations from Ref. 12, we can ob
tain a more accurate expression for gnl(q) which is valid
for e - 7T. This will be useful in further discussion.

After simple calculations, we have

'stood.2 Moreover, as far as we know, there is even no
qualitative explanation of the nonmonotonic behavior of
thebroadening and shift of C s spectral lines in cesium
vapor with increasing principal quantum number n in
the range 18-30, which was found in Ref. 8. These
phenomenaare investigated here.

From Eq. (6) we obtain the expression for electron
density in the momentum space

As we see, it oscillates with a change in q. If the
amplitude of electron forward scattering fq(O) has a
sufficiently narrow peak for q =qr' the second term in
Eq. (10) can give a positive or negative contribution
(dependingon IIn) to tl)e integrals in Eqs. (3) and (4).

We will investigate the scattering by a quasi-discrete
level. For an energy of the incident electron E which is
close to the energy of the quasi-discrete level Er' the
amplitude of L scattering can be written in the form13

f~=_. j • j=~, (11)
v 2 (E - 'r + t, vE) 2 v'r

where r is the resonance width in which we replaced E

by Er' since due to large atom polarizability, Eq. (11)
is valid only for E '" Er•

The contribution to the shift ~~s(n,l) and the width
Y~s(n, l) on account of scattering bithe L-quasi-dis
crete level is obtained by substituting Eqs. (10) and (11)
into Eqs. (3) and' (4) and integrating w~threspect to £I)n

,/', , ' '.' • ,0" l

accordance with Eiq.,('i).Fi~ally we obtain' ..

(25)

(24)

~.'.

, '
\ {"

.'i

LIMITS OF APPLICABILITY . \!

The oscillation period is determined by the resonance
energy Er and depends on IIn'",.~i \

"j' ~ ).

It is necessary to investigate in more detail the limi~s
of applicability of Eqs. (20)77(2~). Equations (3) and (4)
were obtained using the i~pal;t approximation.7,14 Equa
tions (3) and (4) are analogous tQ th~ momentum approx
imation15in collisional' theory. The basic condition of
applicability of both the impact approximation in the
theory of broadening of spectrallinegl4 and the momen
tum approxima~ion,in collisional theoryl5 is the ~inl,lt~:-..
ness of the ,dura.tiQI\of a collision ~T as compare~ witb·,·'
the,l:l;~eragetime, ~t\veen collisions T., In the 'case,q(;,{j',
sCl!,tteri~g.by,;~qu~,$i-:~iscrete.~~:vel,the ~riltion l~fa.r,"c

The conditions of statistical iiidepend~nce of the
broadening due to the scattering and polarization effects
and the limits of applicability of Eqs. (5) are given in
Ref. 7. They have the form

(10)Ig.l (g) I' q~=~(i - cos 0)' [I - (--I)~ ~s.2v. (6 - ")J.
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The condltidn'of' app1i~ahnity of Eqs. (20)-(22) ~d~'
quires the form . "

co»ision is determf.!led,by the leYel width16, AT'" F.
The time between collisions T ist-elated to the width of
the spectral line y and for. r«(2v2)"1, accord4J,g,to'Eq.
(21),'lft 'Ca:Hlbe'wrftteri'tliat[;;~";!:I""!'~:'i ' " " i :~:", ". ~'q,'~';n·..-);r\~··~ ':. ~\.~ I •• I.' l~"'~~~

,t ..(26).

TAB~E I.,. " , ..',,' , .~.-''~J:(! ~.

:j( ~.\f ~. ,I.

'",' ,fc.,\ "'I,;,.I',.

Ii)

3 .'-••
• ~ ,5. ~ : . I (i. t? ',:i. :":'~'; ',~

10:--1
III12" '

&k

0.6710.401' 0'.25 0:22 0.20'

0.17

·a.t31 0.12
0.\1 ,I 0.10

'Pi.

J.69 2.74 4,18 4.49 5.30'll.n6.94 7.738.53 9.32
-4,1

-dmiD lmu -!luau 1mh•. -dmln1••••-4•••• 1_-amiD lmu.

APPLICATION OF ALKALI METALS

Since the oscillations are large, therefore, according
to Eq. (24), it follows that IInqr« 1. The oscillating
parts of the shift and width, according to Eqs. (20) and
(21), acquire the form

tionto the integrals (15)-(18) is prOVidedby 0, which
are ,close to 1T. Therefore, it is more proper to apply
Eq. (8), but then we will not succeed in obtaining analy
tic expressions for the shift and broadening. However,
using Eq. (9) it is easy to refine the positions of the os
cilla,tion extrema. The expression for electron density
(10) crosses tl;lemaxima, minima, or medium values at
Cp,,;: IIn(1T - ~) = k1T 14, and for electron density defined by
Eq. (9), at CP;'=CP,,- 0", where 0" is a correction deter
mined by numerical methods. For large k Eq. (8)
transforms into Eq. (6) and, consequently, 0,,""cp~l. For
small k, 0" and Cp;' are given in Table I.

Figure 1 gives a compa,rison of the theoretically cal
culated [using Eqs. (29) and (30)] and experimental os
cillatingcomponents of the shift and width. The oscil
lation phases were refined with the aid of Table I. Fig
ure 2 compares'the total expe'rimental widths and shifts
with the theoretical ones calculated by Eq. (2), when the
polarization components are calculated by Eq. (5), the
resonance components by Eqs. (20)-{22), and a term is
added to the shift which corresponds to the potential s
scattering and is taken from Ref. 8. Let v,s note that
for n:<: 40, condition (27) is violated. In view of the sat
isfactory agreement of theory with experiment, the con
clusion can be made that the assumed 3p resonance of
width r:::3 x 10-4eV in the scattering of the electron
with an energy cr:::7.5 x 10~ eV by the Cs atom allows
us to explain both the nonmonotonic behavior of the
width and shift of spectral lines at a series limit and
the large widths. The existence of such a resonance is
not unexpected since in Ref. 10 similar resonances
were calculated for lighter alkali metals: Li, Na, and
K. They occur at energies of 6.0 x 10-2, 8.3 X 10-2, and
2.4 x 10-3 eV and have widths of 5.7 x 10-2, 8.5 x 10-\
and 5.8 x 10-4eV, respectively.

-0 Z,

FIG.I. Oscillating part of the, width 'YOllC and shift AOBc of the
6s-np lines of Cs as a function of n. Cir<;les-experimental
results8 for N = 1.3 x toU em..:!,T = 366 dC; purve-data calcu
lated by Eqs. (29)":'(30) for L = 1; C(ST) = 3/4, Cr= 7.5 X 10-4 eV,
r = 3 x 10-4 eV with corrections indic'ated in the text.

(29)

(30)

(28)

(27)

~1;osc (n. I) = (_1)1 4"NC (ST) A L sin (4-.~q,),

l~;OSC(n. I) =(-1Jl+18~NC (ST)ALcos(h;'q,).

Mazing and SerapinasB observed the oscillations of the
width and shift of highly excited np levels of Cs in cesi
um vapor with increasingn in the 18-30 range. If one
assumes that the width oscillates as coscp(n), where
cp(n) is a monotonically increasing function of n, the
shift oscillates as -sincp(n). We should note that Ref. 8
gives -A(n) (red shift). In the impact approximation
the broadening ofa spectral line can be caused by both
elastic and inelastic collisions.14 The appearance of in
elastic processes leads to an increase iri'the width and
a decrease in the shift, .i.e.,the oscillations of the ..,'
width and shift, determined by inelastic processes, ; , .
must be of the opposite phase. In this way, it is natural
to assume that the oscillations are caused by the pres
ence of resonance in the scattering of electrons by the
Cs atom and are described by Eqs. (20) and (21). Using
Eq. (19), we can write Eq. (23) for b« 1 in the form

We separate the oscillating components from the ex
perimentally measuredB shift and width. From the os
cillation period, it is not difficult to establish qr' The
quantum defect for Cs is 0=3.55, i.e., II =n - 3.55.
The value qr"" 7.4 X 10-3 corresponds be'sf to the experi
ment. The oscillation amplitudes8 are at a maximum at
n"" 22 and reach 0.17 cm-1 for the shift and 0.30 cm-1 for
the width. The density of Cs is N =1.3,x 1017 cm-3• If
one assumes that in the triplet s-scattering a resonance
occurs, the maximum possible oscillation amplitudes
are approximately three times smaller than the experi
mental ones. Consequently, it is natural to assume that
a resonance exists in the triplet p-scattering of the '
electron by the Cs atom at an energr cr'" 7:5 x 10-4eV,
and the resonance' width, accordirig to Eq. (22), is r""3
x 10-4eV. We should note that, according to the decre
ment of the oscillation attenuation, the 3p resonance
corresponds best to the experiment.8 The substitution
of qr=7.4 X 10-3 in Eq. (27Lfor IIn=18 gives AT IT =0.35, ,
which is at the limit of applicability of the criterion
(27). The other criteria of applicability of the theory,
namely, b« 1 and r« (211~tl, are fulfilled by a large
margin. Since in our caSe II"qr« 1, the basic contribu-'
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FIG. 2. Width"y and shift 6 of the 6s-np lines of Cs as a func
tion of n. Circles-experimental results8; curve-calculation,
for explanation see the text; parameters, are the same as in,
Fig. 1.
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.') tll.rieoU:sly'the ,large Width'sof spectralliIies at a se'riea
, limit as well as the oscillating structures of the width
and shiftfor n ~ 18-30. The presence of analogous
resonance in the ca!Je of potas~ium explains the large ,

, ' . ,: '_" .' . - ~. ,I ' • 1-; , ...

widths of pota:s~iumliIl.es; However ,due to a relative-
,ly larg~ ~Jlergy:otthe'resonance"the oscillations are

, , . small. 't~~\tA~?~Y,ofAiekse~vand Sot>elman7 remains
correct also in the case of perturbation by alkali-metal
atoms if the amplitude of electron scattering by the per
turbing atoms is calculated with sufficient accuracy.
The investigation of the broadening of highly excited

'. '- -,' ... ", ,. ,.'

, levels in a.foreign 'gas'din~~:aneffective means for the
search of resonances in the scattering of very slow

electrons by atoms and mole~}ll(;ls,whenother experi
mental methods become unsuitable.
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In Ref. 8, the widths and shifts of potassium lines in
potassium vapor (N=2.6 x 1017 cm-1) were also mea
sured. For n= 30-40, the experimental widths are y",P
=2.7 cm-2 and shifts 6"'1''''1.05 cm-1• Within the limits
of experimental accuracy, oscillations were not ob
served. The substitution of theoretical10 parameters of
the 3p resonance for potassium in Eqs. (20)-(22) for
n =35 give yR '" 1.4 cm-1 and 6R '" 0.5 cm-l• These values,
together with the width and shift due to polarizability
and potential scattering [YT"'0.7 cm-2 and AT"'0.5 cm-2
(Ref. 8)], completely explain the experimentally mea
sured shifts and account for more than 70%of the ex
perimental widths. Due to a comparatively high energy
of the 3p resonance for potassium, the oscillation am-:
plitude of linewidths for n=20-30 i8.-0.3 cm-1• We
shouldnote that the oscillation aplplitude (22) is very ;
sensitive to the resonance wid~hr. If actually the reso
nance in electron scattering 'by the potassium atom is
by several percent wider than the one theoretically cal
culated btRef. 10, the osciliatl~ns in the width and shift
are within'the limits of experimental errors.

';' ;- , '.. I, .' I .' ~: ',. i ' J i ).' J \, Ii,'

Let us formulate the ba'131Cresults'ofthe present' :
work. From experimental data inRer. 8,' it follows that
in the scattering of electrons by the, Cs atom at an en
ergy cr'" 7.5 X 10-4.eV, the,3Presotlance having a width
r", 3 x 10-3eV occurs. This allows us to explain simul-
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